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The purpose of this study was  to determine  if the 
reliability of.  self-recorders could be  improved by provid- 
ing different   types of  feedback contingent on  the   relia- 
bility  of   their  self-recording.     The tried   in 
nount of      '  ormation:     the non- specific feedbai '   < . oup 
received generalized social -ci      nt in ord n   to   lain- 
tin   their  self-recording,   the   ■  srba] coup re- 
ceived verba] 11    ck  contingent on   ■.-- ' :. .';j .1 ity.    ■ .       '.■■■■ 
verbal plus numerical   feedback group was   given verba]   and 
numerical   feedback,   also contingent on   reliability.     All 
three groups   (N - 7   college '    it   subjects   ■■■.      ;■ ■ up) 
were  observed   undei    Eour conditions.     The  first was    i ' 
line   period during which independent obs ■■     srs   took    ibser- 
vations of   the subjects ■ rho we   -  un v.w.r.     ■ '.'   ;-;.•:. ... .-.■■. 
td unaware   that   thej   would        asked to pa rti    Lpata   in the 
study.     During  the sec   ad   sondition  ' ' bjects      •;    • 
OJ  I >:   and were aware   that   an   Lndepi     lent    >bserver '   is 
ass< . sing   the reJ.i-itM.lJt/ of   th n tig.     This  condi- 
tion  was   Lnterspe  sed  \ Lth   i coi  lition   '■ n which   the   sub- 
jects continued   to       '     recon    but wi re    maware   that    :eli- 
dlity was  being assess  id.     The   Einal  condition was   a 
return   to-baseline,    Ln which  the   su   jeel     were   told   the 
study was over   and did not self-record;   the   Lnd     endent 
observers    :   wever,   continued  recording  data.     The   target 
behavior;  was   face-touching,   and  the  study occurred   in  a 
classroom situation. 
Self-recording was   found   to be reactive.     The;  fre- 
quency of   face-touching    decreased  significantly during  the 
self-recording  cond.it.ions,   but   showed   a  significant  increase 
in  frequency during return-to-baseline. 
An analysis of variance  found no  significant differ- 
ence   in  reli   bility among  the   three   treatment groups,     ^lso, 
no significant difference was   found   Ln reliability between 
the conditions   in  which   the subjects were  a  are and unaware 
of  reliability  checks. 
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• CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Self-Recording 
Ration 
The most frequently ui>< 3 . . issment technique in 
behavior modification i s direct, observation of the I irget 
behavior in Die natural enviro        . isessment i:; done 
in the natural environment because that is where the be- 
havior is occurring, and in order to determine the ante- 
cedents and consequents of the behavior.  However, asses.-.. 
mcr.t in the natural environment is very impractical if an 
independent observer is required to ba present tc observe 
and record the target behavior.  This problem is circum- 
vented by using instruments (Azrin ?• Powell, I960), or the 
subject to record the behavior (Goldiamond, 19G5; Stuart, 
1967).  Recording with instrumentation yields reli ble 
data, but it is bulky, expensive, fragile, and impractical 
in many situations.  Thus, self-recording of behavior is 
advisable for convenience reasons,  it is also the only 
ns of assessment for covert behaviors without public 
irrants, e.g., urges to smoke (McFall £ Ilammon, 1971). 
In addition, self-recording is needed for assessing 
"private" behaviors, e.g., bed wetting and sexua] behavior. 
Although self-recording appears to have advantages 
as an assessment device, there arc many problems inherent 
in its use.  The main problems arc reactivity and lack of 
reliability of pelf-recording. 
Reac  .  • 
Reactivity refers to the phenomenon that the target 
behavior is altered as a result of observation.  Indepen- 
dent observers have been found to have a reactive effect 
on the behavior of nursery school children (Arsenian, 1943), 
delinquent children (Polansky, Freeman, Horowitz, Irwin, 
Papanis, Rappaport, &  Whaley, 1949), visitors to an art 
v:  (Bechtel, 1967) , and families in the natural environ- 
(Patterson & Harris, 1968). 
The self-recording of behavior also has reactive 
< : ects on the target behavior.  The reactivity of self- 
recording seems to change behavior in therapeutic direc- 
tions.  Self-recording the frequency of inappropria 
behaviors seems to lead to a reduced frequency of the be- 
haviors, while self-recording appropriate behaviors seema 
to produce an increase in frequency.  Inappropriate b< 
Lors which have been reduced merely by recording their 
frequency are facial tics, out of seat, inappropriate hand 
raising in class, repetitive scratching, fingernail biting 
(Maletzky, 1974), talking out: in class (Broden, Hall, & 
Mitts, 1971), reported hallucinations (Rutner G Bugle, 
1969), excessive eating (Mahoney, 1974), and face-touching 
(Lipinski S- Nelson, 1974).  Appropriate behaviors which 
have  been  increased  by  self-recording are  study behavior 
(Johnson  &  White,   1971;   Broden et al.,   1971),   oral  class 
participation   (Gottman  &  McFall,   1972),   and  rei Lsting urgos 
to   smoke    (McFall,   1970;   McFall   &   Ilammen,   1971). 
Although   it  appears  that  self-recording produces  r< 
live  effects  in  a   therapeutic direction,   there  arc  probl< 
in maintaining  the  behavior  change.     McFall   (1970!   and 
McFall  and  i[ami..en   (19"-i)   reported  thai,  a dec:      s     in  smok- 
ing  produced   1>.   S€ ' /.-recording was maintained.     Gottman  a 
McFall   (1972)   found  that   the   increase  in  in-class  partici- 
pation was maintained  in  fo]low-up.     However,   several other 
studies  have  found   the  reac;:'.Ye  effects of   self-recordi 
to be   short-term.     :    letzky   (1974)   reported  decreases  in 
fingernail  biting,   repetitive:   scratching,   inappropriate 
hand   raising   in   class,   facial   tics,   and  out  of   seat  by 
having   the  subjects  self-record these behaviors on a wri 
counter.     Although  the  frequency of  the  behaviors  v. 
greatly  reduced  when  the  counter was worn,   the   frequenc; 
of  the  behavior:;  quickly  increased  when  the  recording  pro- 
cedure  was  discontinued.     Long   term  effects were  achieved 
by  gradually  reducing  the  use  of  the  counter. 
Lipinski   and   Nelson    (1974)   also   found   the   reactive 
ei foots  o.l   self-recording   to be  short-term.     The  frequency 
of   face-touching   by   college   students   in  a   class  was   signi- 
ficantly reduced  by   self -recording;   but when  re-cording was 
discontinued, the frequency quickly returned to the base 
rate.  This short-term reactive effect on face-touching 
has been replicated (Nelson, Lipinski, & Black, in press). 
The short-term reactive effects of self-record: 
have also been found in a weight control study (Mahoney, 
197-') .  For the first two weeks of the program, three- treat- 
ment groups (self-reward for weight, loss, ; J -reward for 
eating habit improvement, and sell-recording only) self- 
recorded their weight and eating h     which resulted in 
a significant less of weight for all throe groups.  Tor the 
following six weeks, the self-recording group continued to 
self-record and,, in addition, set weekly weight loss and 
habit improvement goals; but there was no significant loss 
in weight. After the eight-week study was over, the self- 
reward for weight loss and the self-reward for habit im- 
provement groups ..  e found to be superior to a control 
group, whereas there was no d;    ■ nee bel    thi self- 
recorders and controls.  Although the self-recorders 
not relapse and gain additional weight, the reactive ef- 
fects dissipated after only two weeks. 
A final study finding short-term reactive el Eects of 
self-recording was cone by Broden ot  al. (1971).  Studying 
had been increased in one student and talking out had been 
decreased in another student by self-recording, but there 
was a return to the base rate for both behaviors when self- 
recording was discontinued. 
A factor which may play a part in the maintenance i 
behavior changed by self-recording is the stimulus proper- 
ties o!" the recording apparatus. The studies of Brode et 
al. (1971) and Maletzky (1974)   indicate that the recording 
appari    mi  serve as a discriminate s1 I tulus to produce 
or inhibit the target behavior.  In the Broden et al. (1971) 
study, an eighth-grade girl increased her in-class study 
behavior by self-recording the target behavior.  Withdrawal 
of the data slips which she used for self-recording resulted 
in a decrease in study behavior; whereas reinstituting ... 
slips increase! the behavior.  It appears that the slips 
functioned as a discrimir.cvi.ivc-. stimulus for studying, in- 
stead of as a mere necessity for self-recording.  Study 
behavior decreased on days when slips were not issued, 
although on previous days the student had studied ever 
though she had been forgetting to record, 
In the study by Maletzky (1974), self- 
used to decrease inappropriate behaviors.  Xhe importa] 
of the recording apparatus, a wrist counter, as a discrimi- 
native stimulus can be supported by the data.  When self- 
recording was terminated, the frequency of the behaviors 
increased, but it cannot be determined if this was du 
solely to the removal of the discriminative stimulus or the 
termination of recording or both.  The verbal reports of 
the. subjects indicate that the discriminative stimulus 
'unction of the apparatus played some part.  "Patients 
typically noted the discriminative stimulus quality of 
Lng the counter on theii wrists; as Case 1 commented 
'I'm more aware of not scratching when I feel that thd 
on my wrist"' (Maletzky, 1974, p. 110).  In the Broden 
al. (1971) study, generalization was facilitated by com- 
bining self-recording with teacher praise, followed by 
teacher praise alone, and then a return-to-baseline. 
Maletzky (1974) generalized reactivity by gradually de- 
creasing the use of the wrist counters. 
In addition to the stimulus function of the record 
appi ratus, other factors which may influence the mainte- 
nance of behavior change produced by self-record?.;--.-., ares 
the subject's motivation, the specific target behavior 
beii   . -  - , the duration of self-recording, and the 
value orii ntal Lon of the behavior (Lipinski, 1974). with 
regard to the subject's motivation, McFall and Hamn n (1971) 
repr,. ted that Mc Lr subjects wanted to stop smoking and 
that the de   se in smoking was maintained in follow-up. 
The reactive effects of self-recording were short-term in 
the studl,- by Broden et al. (1971), Lipinski and Nelson 
(1974), and Nelson et al. (in press). Unlike McFall and 
Hammen's subjects, these latter sul | :ts did not indicate 
that they wished to change their behavior. 
Another factor which may determine if the behavior 
change is long- or short-term is the nature of the targi t 
behavior.  The behavior change has been maintained when the 
target behavior was smoking (McFall, 197C; McFall & llammen, 
1971), oral clas^ participation (Gottman & McFall, 19'/.°.), 
and weight loss (Mahoney, 1974).  The behavior change was 
not maintained when the target behavior was face-touching 
(Lipinski & Nelson, 1974; Nelson etal., in press), talking 
out, and studying (Broden et al. , 1971).  If the behavior 
change is valued by others'., the change nay be maintained 
by ;  i   reinforcement, e.g., loss of weight.  Even if the 
behavior change is not valued by others, it could be main- 
tained bj self-reinforcement.  If the subject placed a high 
value en the change in behavior, the "feedback loop" hy- 
pothesized by Kanfer (1970) may be operating.  When the sub- 
ject self-record.-., he is attending to the behavior.  This 
feedback from self-observation is compared with the desin 
performance criteria; if the behavior observed is at th 
criterion level, the subject engages in self- reinforcement. 
Thus, the behavior change took place because the high value 
judgment of the behavior resulted in self-arijustive behav- 
iors.  Tin; behavior change could also bo maintained if the 
new behavior was intrinsically reinforcing, e.g., develop- 
ing a!hletic skills. 
8 
The duration of self-recording also may influence the 
maintenance of behavior change. A stable behavior with a 
long history of reinforc  snt would require a .longer self- 
recording period.  If the self-recording period was Loo 
short, self-control would no! be established, and the be- 
havior would return to the base rate upon termination of 
si lf-recording (Lipinski, .1974). 
In addition to the maintenance of behavior change, a 
ond problem with the reactivity of self-recording is 
controlling the direction of reactivity.  It appears that 
the self-reo  ing of appropriate behaviors results in an 
increase in tl    quency of these behaviors whereas re- 
cording inap]   . Late beha ri< rs produces a decrease in the 
[uency of these latter behaviors. Thus, one factor 
which may influence the direction of reactivity is the 
value judgment of the target behavior.  Research on smokd 
has been relevant to the problem of di:   Lon of reactivity 
. the frequency of smoking has been reduced by 
recording when smoking has been labeled as inappropa La1 . 
McPall and Hammen (1971) used four self-recording groups. 
One group recorded the number of cigarettes smoked per di 
A second group recorded the number of times they were un- 
able to resist the urge to smoke. A third group recorded 
their frequency of resisting the urye to smoke. A fourth 
group was required to successfully resist the urge to smok« 
■ 
20 times per day and to record this.  All four groups 
showed a drop in smoking rate, but there were no signifi- 
cant differences between groups. When smoking was labeled 
as an appropriate behavior, e.g., by means of the professor 
modeling at the beginning of class, self-recording increai 
the in-cli ss Frequency of smoking (McFall, 1970). 
Nelson, Lipinski, and Black (1974) also investigated 
the effect of value judgment on the direction of reactivity 
of self-recording.  The subjects in the study were adult 
retardates, who were assigned to one of three groups.  One 
group self-recorded the frequency of face-touching, \ 
the experimenters labeled as undesirable; a second group 
self-recorded the frequency of talking, which was labeled 
as desirable; and a third group self-recorded the frequency 
of object-touching, which was considered to be a neutral 
beh; Lor.  Self-recording resulted in an increase in the 
frequency of the desirable behavior (talking), and produc 
decreases .in the i:r.:qvency of the urdesir 
(free-touching) and of the neutral behavior (object- 
touching).  When the subjects were reinforced for reliable 
recording, talking and object-touching increased in fre- 
quency and face-touching decreased in frequency. 
The studies of McFall (1970), McFall and Hammen (1971), 
and Nelson et al. (1974) indicate that labeling a behavior 
as appropriate or i ■■ ■ >pj : tte may affect the direction of 
:io 
reactivity.  Other factors which may affect the direction 
of reactivity that have been investigated are instruction! 
and     itancy.  Gottman and McFall (1972) looked at the 
influence of instructions using a crossover design.  One 
group of subjects self-recorded oral class participation 
while the other group self' recorded nonparticipation. The 
two groi       next instructed to reverse their s< I 
recording, i.e., the group recording ora] participation 
began recording nonparticipation and vice versa.  The reac- 
tive efJ sets of self-recording were found to be influ 
by instructions.  Both groups had a significant inc    ■ in 
oral class participation when i ecording this be!     , but 
their talking d«     led when they recorded nonparticipation. 
In a study to determine the effect of expectancy on 
the di rection of reactivity, four groups of subjects i 
given differential expectancies of how self-recording would 
. Efect the frequency of face-touching:  increase, de< i ise, 
no change, and no expectancy (Nelson et al., in press). 
Subjects self-recorded the frequency of their fa i     ihing 
which resulted in a decrease in the behavior in all four 
group.-.  Unlike instructions, expectancy appears to be in- 
ci tccl.ive \i    a.11' ,.•■•.-.; the direction of reactivity. 
Although the reactivity of self-recording is benefi- 
cial in that the behavior changes produced are usually in a 
therapeutic direction, the ■ Ls a problem in differentially 
11 
analyzing the reactive effects of self-recording and the 
effects of other therapeutic components.  In many studies 
using self-recording in a then H utic program, self- 
recording has been combined with other self-control proce- 
dure;.  As a result, it cannot be determined if th   I iv- 
ior change is due to the reactivity of self-recording or 
to other self-control procedures.  Nelson and McReynolds 
(1971) have propose?! bhat this p] oblem may be overcome by 
appropriate e    Lmental design. A control group which en- 
gages only in self-recording can be compared with experi- 
mental groups which engage in self-recording and o1    self- 
control techniqui ... 
A secon    jor problem with self-reco: Uag is relia- 
bility.  The reliability pro >    has two components. 
bher or not it ir n<  ■  ry to asi    the reliability 
of bhe self-recorders; and, when reliability is ass 
fact that reliability is low. 
The question of whether or not reliability must be 
;    been viewed from three positions.  According 
to .oii:/.ins (1971a, 1971b), assessment oC interobserver 
reliability is necessary in self-recording studies in order 
to determine the effed Lveness of the therapeutic techni- 
que.-, employed.  In contrast, W bson and Tharp (1972) do not 
12 
consider assessment of reliability to bo .1 n< c( : lity. They 
view the reliability problem as persuading the subject to 
con;:.'. I ...' :;. engage in recording behavior when the barget 
behaviox occur.'; rather than waiting am    tnding on memo 
If the behavioi is not consistently recorded, the a i  bage 
of reactive -  ects on the target behavior i.-; lost, .;.:- well 
as there b ing no-data on the target behavior. A third 
position on the question is that of Nelson and McRe; 
(1971).  They d:i     ciate 1 :  en Die reliability of self- 
recording and the reliability of the effects of self- 
reco: cling.  It may be possible for the recording to be un- 
reliable but for the behavior changi due to reactivity to 
be reliable.  Simkins' v.i: . n fleets an emphasis on purity 
in ,• ! larch, wl sreas Watson and Tharp and Kelson and 
Mc]  nolds stress app] i il Lid j Ln the natural environment. 
whj      posj -ion on the    Ion oJ reliabili 
as    H n i i adopted, the data indicate that self-record ■ 
are unreliable as compared with inde        servers. 
McFall (1970) reported a correlation of .61 between self- 
recorders and independent observers.  In this study, the 
subjects were unaware that their reliability was being 
ass   '.  The reliability of self-recording has been found 
to increase when recorders are aware thai-, reliability is 
being assessed.  Lipinski and Nelson (1974) report a relia- 
bility between self-recorders and independent observers of 
13 
.86 when they were aware that they were being ofc < rved, and 
.52 when they were unaware of reliability asses ent. This 
result has been replicated by Nelson el i 1. (in press).  The 
bility coef :icj  ' was .810 when self-recorders were 
e that their reliability was being     Bed, and .554 
when they wore unaware of the independent observer's asse i 
ment.  This decrease in the r< I  ility of self-recorders 
when they are unaware that their reliability is being 
assessed is comparable to indi i  ent observers.  Reid 
(1971) found that the median reliability of obs« 'vers was 
.75 when they were aware of reliability assessment, but 
reliability dropped to .51 when they thought reli  : Lty 
was not being ass> s  d.  Taplin and Reid (1973) found that 
the reliability of observers was .81 on the last day of 
observer training but that reliability d<    sed to .65 on 
first day observ< . were unawar* of reliability checks. 
Romanczyk, Kent, Diament, and O'Leary (1973) also 
that obs« i  ir reliability was lower when they were unawa 
of reliability checks than when they were aware of them. 
Although self-recorders have boon found to be unreli- 
abl , recenl research has indicated that the reli; I Llity of 
self-recorders can be increased by trai    and/or rein- 
forcement.  Flowers (1972) reduced the cheating behavior of 
a sixth-grade girl by reinforcing re] La ■]  self-evaluation. 
The student was required to grade her own assigi 
.1", 
Monday through Thursday. On Friday the beacher gave her a 
test which was based on material from the previous assign- 
ments.     The student's gra< • based  on   reliable  self- 
ttion,   i.e.,   the Friday test  score was com     i   • l with 
mean performance  for Monday   bl cough Thursday and the 
ater   bhe discrepancy between the two scores  the  lowei 
The  fn icy  oi   cheating dropped  to  zero and 
the  student's grader, rose  sigi : ■■ Lcai DIIOWJ        brea tment. 
In another study using elementary  school children,   Bolstad 
and Johnson   (1072)   increased the reliability of  self- 
recording by using reinforcement.     Th<    su ijects were re- 
quired   to record  disruptive  behaviors.     If the   subject! 
recorded low frequencies of disrupt:        behavior and if 
bhe r recordings   were within limits of the observer's re- 
cordings,   the  subjects were given   points which were ex- 
:   for  priz<  s. 
A procedure   similar   to  that of:  Bolstad  and  Johm   >l 
(1972)   was used   to  increase  the  reliability of   self-report 
of boys  in a oommunity-based behavior modification pro,..-.;,. 
for delinquents   (Fixsen,   Phillips,   & Wolf,   1972).     The b 
were   brained on the behaviora]   definitions of the target 
behaviors  and  then were reinfo  oed by making points in a 
token economy contingent noon ag I   betwe. n   self-r. | 
and   peer-reports. 
1r> 
The reliability of self-recording by college student 
has also been improved by means of reinforcement. Lipinski 
(1974) differentially reinforced college !ier 
for increasing the reliability of their sell i cording or 
for decn     the     i ■■■■-■?  of the target behavior. The 
reliability of the g]    reirfforced' for inert   d relia- 
bility was significantly better (p /-  .05) than the relia- 
bility of the group reinforced Cor decreasing the fn 
ol the target behavic . 
In a final study, the reliability of the se! -recordi 
of  ult retardates was increased by reinforcement (Nelson 
el al., 1974).  There were three groups of subjects: one 
group self-recorded face-touchd .: one group self recorded 
object-touching; and i •■ group self-recorded talking.  Rein- 
forcement resulted in a significant increase in the relia- 
bility of the subjects self-recording face-touching and 
object-touching but the relial Litj of I   sul jects record- 
ing talking remained unchanged. 
In si imary, it has been found that self-recordin 
be ,, .; as  i • ill of assessment and as a treatment p: >c ■ 
dure.  As a   treatment procedure it is recommended due to 
its having reactive effects in a therapeutic direction.  ! 
a means of assessment it is r« '   ;  con_ 
vonient cc ■. ■■■ I with assessment using ind,   .dent obser. 
or instrm  >1 ttion, and it is the only means of 9 ie  , 
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when  the  target behavior   is  covert  or private.      Self- 
reoording has  the disaeh antage of being reliable only when 
lf-obs knowi   that an ind    >ei    snt obser\ •     ; s 
assessing   the reliability of hi! ding.     In order   th« t 
self-recording can be   used an a move accurate me ns  of 
asses ment,   the  reliability must be' improved.     Impr iving 
reli   bj . also make   self-recording  a more  va] 
', ■ ■ at pri   :edure  by making  Kanfi . 's ' (s< 
observation,   self-evaluation,   and self-reinforcement)   mor 
effective and   thus producing greal    :  reactivity       Although 
factors influencing the reactivity of  self-recording 
i,  --    bi     i   In    istigated,   with  the exception of trail ing and 
,-   ; ent,   the vari      Les  influencing the   reliability of 
self-recording have not.     One possible factor which may in- 
crease   the relii -:!    by  of  se] D: ".ing is  feedb  ck.     The 
iose   of  this  study was  to •"■ tine if  the   reliability 
Gr   | Lng  could be   improved  by  providing  d snt 
typ« s of feedback contingent on the reliability of self- 
recording.     The   following   section  review:    the   efl    ct < 
feedback  on  performance . 
For 
In the. following pages, the types of   sdback, forms 
of feedback, tasks, and subjects used in the feedback 
studies will be described.  Th< basic studies, results of 
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these  .-.:' -s, explanations for the results, and experi- 
ments testing the t]       :i explanations will be incli I 
i 
ositive   i ok,   negative   Eeedb ck,   end com Jons 
of th( have used.     The basic combinations of 
feedback used have been those devj md his as;;o~ 
ciates   (Buss &  Buss,   1956;   Buss, on, Orgel,   & Buss, 
!. 56).      The basic feedback   c  •  bi 3  are:     Right-W 
.   bhing,   and Nothin ig.     In the Right-Wroi sd- 
.'; condition,   the  su] told "right"   fo]   con x  :  re- 
sp ■      s  and  "wrong"   for incorri    : poi        -     In the Right- 
Nothing condil th<    subject is told  "right"   for coi 
;■ ■        ises  .   !':   Ls  given no   '     aback J       .    .   rs.     In the 
Nothing-Wrong condition   the  subject is  • i  no  feed! 
:ect resp told "   for incorrec b rc- 
sponses,     7h:- Right-!    ong con :^       feedback 100% 
of th whereas  the  other  two  condition;;  initially  pro- 
vide  feedback  only  50%  of  this  tine.     As  learning occiv 
this p( .       i1 ige  incr • in the Right-Nothing feedback con- 
dition  and decreases   in  the  Nothing-Wrong  condition. 
•■ sk: 
Th    mosl   i ■   iquent tar.': employed in s1 invei bi- 
gating   bhe  effects of various   I   pi      of feedback   hav<   been 
discri ition learning.     In addition   to discrimination 
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tasks, the influence of feedback on concept learning 
(Cairns, 1967; Siegel & Downey, 1970), academic response 
rale (W Lker & Buckley, 1972), student achievement (Lovett, 
1972), and moto  lerforraance (Talkington, Altman, & 
Grinnell, 1971) have also been investigated. 
PopuI  : 
The form of  feedback   has din arc? in  studying   an 
populations,   since verba]   feedbacl   would be   Li \    ropri. be. 
In    mimal  studies   Involving disc] ciou  learni ig,   E   o< 
waa ..;..,. :   ..   •  correct  res      nses  and  shock for errors. 
alt y is a facilitation in learning   (Hoge & S1     ' Ling, 
1912;   Warden   &       Lesworth,   1927). 
-,  ...   ,. :<   i  with hum-:'   subj;ct->:;  has  employed  se'       .1 
differ  nt pop   I    tions:     elementary school children   (Ca   ens, 
1967;   Meyer S Offenbach,   1962;   Penn  ;/   S Lupton,   1961; 
Spear,   1970;   Walker   S  Buckley,   1972;   Willcutt  S Kennedy, 
1963),   kindergarten age children   (Brackbill & O'Hara,   1958; 
Terrell  S   I i    .   1957),   mong* loid     (T lki     b<     ej      L., 
1971),   neuropsychiatric patients   (Buss S Buss,   1956),  and 
college  stu   en   s    (Lair  6  Smith,   1970;   Lovett,   1972; 
Mu.  I'.   '   G  Gumina,   1972;   Siegel   &  Downey,   1970). 
I  : c Stud' 
This section will describe some of the earlier studies 
which used the three basic types of feedback and the re- 
sult: of bhese si o :ies. 
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In a study with neuropsychiatric patients as subjec 
Buss and  Buss   (.19136)   found   the Right-Wrong and Nothing- 
Wrong conditions to be equivalent,   and superior to Right- 
Nothing feedback in  learning a color concept.     In a  second 
exp  riment,   neuropsychiatric patient and   student nurses 
learned  a number concep    and then a color concept.     There 
was  no difference bi      e   n the Right-Wn nd Noth.  lg-Wrong 
groups in   1«      ni ig  either concept.     But     i '   al.   {1'J56) 
agair   used  neuropsychiatric patients in i<      . bigating   b] 
influence of Righl and Nothii . .     ■ on the 
acquisition and  extinction of a  discrimination.    Again,   th 
Righl -v:.cong and Not] I     -Wronc   conditions were equiv Lent, 
and   superior   to Right-Nothinc    :"t .''■   tck. 
Kinde: g     b n chd Ldren we: e used by Brackbill and 
O'Hara   (1950)   in a dd        Lmination task involving   bhree 
boxes  in which the correct response was the position alter- 
Lon of  the  first   two  boxes.     For   correct  responses   the 
subjects \  •■      .   swarded  instead  of being  told   "right"  and 
wi     • punished   lor errors  instead of told  " • '     If 
the word -right' U assumed to be a positive reinforcer a 
"wrong" is assumed to be a punisher, then the i >sult are 
like  those of  the previous studies.    A reward Lshment 
group was found  to b<    superior  to a reward   nothing groi 
Meyer   and   Offenbach    (1962)   compared   the   influence  of 
the   three basic  feedback conditions on   the  learning of a 
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bloc): discrimination  tank by  third- and  fourth-grai -    stu- 
dents.     The task had  three level'; of complexity and when 
the      ' ere  two or three  irrelevant dimensions in th     b sk, 
fc]       ■ bhii      Wrong  and Right-W ong conditions were equally 
effective,   and both w« • ■ be   the   Right-Nothing con 
dition.     How« irer, with only one irrelevant dim< ni Lon   there 
\    re  no si; -i   differe  ces  b< b sen the three grou 
Anc budy wi   a   Lhe tl basi<   feedback conditions 
had mongoloid  subjects   learn a   simple alti :nai ion off dro] 
piny marbli      in two holes.     Talkington i        1.   (1971)   found 
the hin< rroup to be-  .-•.'•   <   ■.    .   .    i >■ b-'i i "    i ..•/.   \ '■•. 
other   bwo groups   (r>  ^ .001)   and the Righl      -ong group  to b 
significantly bette     bhan   the  Right-Nothing group   (p_^L.05). 
In an exj sriment by Penney and Lupton   (1961),   subjects 
were reward       with  jelly beai      I       cor       fc  responses and 
puni    . d with an intense  tc       for errors.     The 1 ' ten- 
ters used conditions  of Reward-Nothing,   Reward-Pi ent 
and Nothing-Punishment with . ■ '   two,   four, 
and eight.     The Nothing-Punishment group learned th     /isual 
discriminate ■    ber than the Punishment-Re   ard gr< 
which learned it faster   bhan the Reward-Nothing group. 
Thes     1     alts i        simd    11   to the Right ' ack 
studies if   "right"   is assumed to be a reinforcer and   "wrong- 
is   ( d   to be a  punisher. 
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on      ults 
Reinforcement Explanation.  The first explanation for 
Lority of Nothing-Wrong anil Right-Wrong fei 
-i othj •'  offered by Bui s i b nj_. 
(]9.'><">) in te n  -' reinforcement.  No feedback was assvui -o 
to provid no reinforci   < i id wroi ,  feedba ' ..■ ■ ■ coi .:d- 
ered to b< a strongei negative reini     bhan right feed- 
back as a positive reinforcer.  A main problem in this ex- 
planation is the misuse of tea linology.  Buss et al. are 
labe]   wrong r. ibacl as negativ  reinforcement inst . 
of p      nt.  If wrong feedback acted as a negative rein- 
forc        the frequency of errors should increase, but 
since the fr< [i    of errors dei     ,  •    :'    dback 
mue\   De aci Lng as a pui 
:  sr.  This explanation can nine be 
inter   ;      indicating that -        om th  aversive con- 
sequi  3 of b< Ln  told "wrong" is a si i iger negative rein- 
forcer than being told "right" is a positive reinforci . 
Motivatii        ttion.  Brackbill and O'Hara (1958) 
explained the superiority of a Reward-Punishment group ever 
a Reward-Nothing group in learning a dis      bion bask in 
terms of motivation.  They stated that learning is fasl 
in a high drive conditii   bhan in a low drive condition. 
Both p i sh lent and reward increase drive, therefore, a 
Punii     - ward condition would produce higher drive tl 
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the R   . lothing condition,   which would result in  faster 
Learning   in  the Reward-Punishment grou 
Meaning  Induction ) Another exp]    ia1 Lon, 
tl   i meaning  induction hypothesis,   w        iresented by Buchwald 
(1959a,   1959b).     Buchwald said that although no feedback 
ori< Lnally ]   i .ides no infoi        ion, H   e\    tti  illy repre- 
sent!    bhe   type of feedback opposite of the overt   Eeedback 
given to   the  subject.     For exa iple, in   the  Nothi    r-Wroi 
condition  no  feedback comes   to mean "right"   rather   thai 
remaining  at  a  no  information  level anc'l  in  the Right- 
thing  condition no  feedback  comes to mean  "wrong."     The 
Nothing   I         j   condition   is   superior to  the  Right-Nothing 
condition becaus     m    ming  induction is  supposedly  fastei 
in the Nothing-Wrong condition. 
Information Processing ] ■     The information 
Lng hypothesi i explain:; the difference in the  feed- 
.  conditions as due to the Right- Lng   I '    pro- 
viding more  ambiguous information   than   the Nothing-Wrong 
feedback   (Buchwald,   1962).     When the subject is  told   "w 
he  knows   that both his  particular response  and his  hypoth 
Si!    arc   wrcg   but   v.'.-:,    .-   i:.    L...U   '       ' '       >-"'        >-'^   !i'" 
a  iponse is  correct but not if the hypothesis   Li   correct. 
For    sample,   if  the subject is presented with a stimulus 
which is not a-  example of the correct concept and he  says 
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"no," the experimenter will tell him "right." This pro- 
vides no information as to Whether his hypothesis should 
be ch •        se there car. be many m gatj i      I  of 
the correct (     '.  Howevi , if the subject is.pa 
. negativ exampl< of the concept a]   ays "yes" the 
i -     iter \ Lll tell him "no."  This inft ms him thai hi:; 
hypothesis was wrong <-;nJ the' :; <  "  be changed. 
Studies Tesl  . the Exp 
■ reinforce] at  explanation states that wrong feed- 
back is a iriore effective punisher than right js as a rein- 
iu..-. ■ r.  The inf<   ti   proc<  Lng hypotl  .;  exp] Ln< th 
superiority of Right-Wrong and Nothing-Wrong fei 
Right-Nothing  ■ aback as due to loss ambiguous in >r  tion 
in the wrong than in the right £  Iback.  A study by 
Mue3  - and Gumina £1972) compared right   I wrong fe 
by controlling the value of the nothing feedback.  By con- 
I .-.- |   ,    vs .   of tl e nd liing Ee< -
; ck, the study all > 
tesl d the meaning induction hypothesis.  Th thr i basic 
feed]    conditions were used in a two-c* i  concept dis- 
. i.,.uh.  Thn value of nothing con- 
trolled by giving half oJ the subjects explicit instruc- 
tions to attribute no information to the t. thin- Ee rfback. 
The other half were given standard instructions, which tn 
no mention o" tne nothi....  - - ' • --  '      rc>   the sub_ 
jects in this group could enga    • meani ig induction. 
?A 
Both the reinforcement and information processing explana- 
tions would predict that Nothing-Wrong condition would b \ 
: aperior to Right-Nothing and this .  ciority would be 
more pronounced with explicit instructions.  Tl    ■ s lit- 
rence be w an the Right-Nothing and Nothing-Wror 
conditi* ns under explicit instructions, the    e, :'■  ap- 
pears wrong is not an inh    '; j 1 iperior sourc« of feed- 
back.  The Right-Wrong condition was foui 3 bo I  sup -ior 
to the other two conditions um   both standa  and 1 
plicit :;  tructions.  Since the Right-Wrong group was given 
feedback 100% of the. time whereas the other two received 
feedbi ■  5(  of the time, it appears that learning is facil- 
itated by the frequency and amount of i  1   tion in the 
cather than wrong being a   ior to right. 
A second - " nc? 
of the types 1 ' ■ done h'/  Siegel and 
(1970).  College students lei n ig a concept were giv 
either Nothin-   >ng or Right-Nothing    back.  3 
thorg ].  ;   i ed that previous results showing Not! Li 
Wrong feedback to be superior to Right-Nothii 1  eedback 
were due to more frequent negal Lve feedback.  To control 
for this each group was g±< n sedback at an average rate 
of one response in three.  Rather than the groups beii 
equa] as predicted, the Nothing-Wrong group was signifi- 
cantly better (E ^- -05). Thea   suits can be explain 
?■•< 
I  bhe amount of information in the feedback instead of the 
reinforcement value of the       ■:.:.     The negative feedbi • . 
provides information only on the particular res]   i.  If 
the lubjed ;       bed with a stimulus which is not an 
mple of bhe concept and he responded "no" he would be 
told "right."  This provides.no information as to whether 
hypothesii should be chan<   becausi the :e can be many 
ilei '-.i bhe correct concept. 
Anot] i stud;  rhich indii i '        info  ition is the key 
fa< I   in f a< ■ b      id second- and third-g :        Elovso 
(1971) simultane  si;     • •  the subject   Ltl four CVC 
trigrams and an I i     no: to select the tri- 
g "        9" with the Englii    ird.  The c< 
rect ess of a respor.s ■  was c     ■ - ■'■  bj   previously- 
-; tie.  The five treatment groups 
rd,  analty, confirmation, info  ition, and pen- 
alty plu        bion   Subjects in the ; nalty    ip com- 
mitted significantly more errors bhan either the informa- 
tion group or the pel . ' :y plus information g oup.  It was 
not the presence of penalty that was the critic.1 factor 
in ;      errors but the lack of information.  It was also 
found that the subjects made significantly more correct 
Lses fo]     ; errors receiving information or penalty 
plus information feedback than following correct responses 
which were positively reinforced.  Thus, learning 
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facilitated by informative feedback, not positive or nega- 
tive i >edb ck. 
A final study .-indicating information is the critical 
. ntor in feedback used academic response rate as the de- 
pend ■ mei  '.   T o  students in a class for behaviorally 
red children were used in this study by Walker and 
Buckley (1972).  The bask was simple division problems. 
.     Lmental subject received Right-Wrong feedback in 
the fir! b pha   o  treatment, positive reinforcement for 
nses and punishment for errors in the secoi 
phase, and in the thii  phase received Right feedback plu i 
Ltiv< "  for c    - respo     nd Wrong fe 
ba<   ill  punishment for -: I c 0      respoi  ..  The other 
rved as a control.  During baseline the experi- 
subject's error rate w<  1      •'• correct rate. In 
the Right-Wrong    I     •       error rate was only 
slightly more than the correct rate.  The error rati again 
w ■ only slightly more than the correct, rate in the posi- 
;    ej  -jrcement-pun:    ■■   phase, but both error and cor- 
rates ..ere almost double those of the Right-Wrong feed- 
ph . ■...  in the third phase, in which bhe sul | st 
received positive feedback and positive reinforcement for 
correct r«       and negative feedback and punishment for 
errors, the overall response rate was the same as in phase 
;• o but the correct : .to was 1 iple the error rate. Thus, 
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the more  feedback provided,   the  '•   i ter the  learning and 
srforn   nee   wh in the dependent measure  is academic res 
rate. 
These  studies  have  cast  doubt  on any explana   Lo       for 
th rioritv   of   Right-Wrong  and  Nothing-Wrong  feed 
to  Right-No     ' ig ;   based  on  the  inherent  superiority 
of nee; tiv< ok over positive  feedback.     There  is  evi- 
dence   indicating   that  the  key   factor   in  the   eff   ct of 
back  on  learning and performance is  th3 amour    c     inf< rma- 
tion  in  the  fee; I       .. 
i 
>st of  the  feedback   studi •    <••-      i   the   Ee    ' ack 
in verbal  form.     Cairns   (1967)   use:-   fourth-grade st\     nts 
in  a  study  in   rtiicl seed idback  eithej   vei  >ally 
or }.. 0f   a  buzzer.     The ve group was  told   "right" 
for  correct  respons d  nothing for errors.     The non- 
ve: bal  group '     >•■      ■  ■ • -r for       erect snses and 
nothing   foj    errors.     Half of each group wer     informed,   i.e., 
they were  told  the buzzei   or  "right'   meant  the   :« se  was 
correct  and  the  oth L£   of each group received  no info 
regarding   the meaning of  feedback.     A very  i 
information effect  was  found.     Both the verbal and non- 
•.      bal  group  performed  significantly  bel b •     (]    C  .001)   when 
they  kn the   feedback  meant. 
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Lair  and  Smith   (1970)   performed  a very  similar  ex] 
ment  ii   whi( h subjecti d verbal  feedback   ("right" 
for   co; rect response!   and nothing   for  errors) non v 
i   edback    (red   light   for   corn- and  nothing   for 
erro   s).     Subjects wer<   all      ; ied or not informed as   to 
Lng  of   the   feedback.      Like  Cairns'   study,   n   discri- 
:    sk was  us    ';  but  th  w    e  co L] stu- 
In   contrast   to  Cairns.;'   results   tl und  a   signi- 
ficant  verbal   f        ■    '       ifect   (p_ ^   .01).     The  college 
:■   u<    nts  receiving verbal  feedback  perf lb        c tha 
the;.    ..      siving non-verbal   f       ba< informed 
and ■ rmed condil Lons.     It  can  be conclud t   ,    
hap ■   f(      '   ■   k  in  verbal  f< ' ■    stive  than  non- 
verbal    feedback when using  college   ■'        its  as   subjects. 
it of th- bli 
, ion of  res. i 
that Be]    -recording can bo used  as a meani 
.    ,    tr      :. .lure.     As  a means of ' ■■'■   it 
is  r( ; fled because   it is  con' with 
,nt usin,    i    :  pendenl   ob       v> rs or   ini I cum a t> tj m, 
and  it  is  the only means  of  asses '   when   I        ;  irget  I 
havior  is covert or private.     Alth se]     eecordi:      has 
adv     tages as  ai   ai device,   thej      i   -a man', 
inherent   in   this  use.      In  addition   to reactivity, 
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problem is  the unreliability of  self-recorders compared 
\ :   h   Lndoj    i l< n1   ol      rvers,     In order   for   self-recording 
to be used as an accurate means of data collei bii   i,   the 
reliability must b    improved.    At present the only  factors 
i   fluencing   the reliability of self-recording which have 
been invei bed have been rein  orcement and training. 
Another factor which n ncc the reliability of   si 
ng   Ls   i   • .!'        -     Ex     Lnation of the  feedback  lite 
ture lias  shown  that the key factor in the influence of 
>,   abaci?  on  1       i      g and performance  is the amount of in- 
formation  in the  feedback.    The purpose of this study m 
to det< ■  .    ..   if  the reliabd recoi l. es  could t 
oved by provj   : iffer<        bypes  of   feedback contin- 
gent  on   bhe  re Liability of  their  self-recording.     The   Eeec 
i      k VJ ried  in the  ■   tount of  information Ls  is  tl . 
crucial    factor.     One  croup received  gen 
i    inf. order to        ntad self-recording, 
.,   seco .   ,,.  rec< Lved verbal   feedback continge   I   i  -  re- 
liability,   and a third groi     was given   verbal   an<   nui sric 
fee II acl ,   also contin  ent   on reliability.     All three gro 
Wer.     i       rved  under   four conditions.     The   first was a bai 
line period during which ind  .   indent observers took obser- 
:..    .  oJ   th     ... who wore unaware of  th<   obse] » 
and unaware   bhat   they would be asked to participat<   ...  th 
study.     During   th.    second  condition   the   subjects 
0 
s;elf' re to:     id and were awa  e  tl   .;   an  independent   ob: 
.-sing   the  reliability of   their  recording.      This cun- 
dition was  intersp   rsed with  .1  condition  in whicl    the   sub- 
i   cts  continued   to  self-record but wore unaware   that  rcJ' 
bill   ". B   being  assessed.     Tnv.   final  1 ion  was   a 
r< bui    't( i-bi    ■ ] ' a ,    Ln which the subj I old   .lie 
'as  ovi r    and did not  sei .'.;   the  inc 
ob.:- ,   h ,   continued  re>      d: a. 
ek literature,   a pn 1  c< 
the verb; '   plus m Lea]   group  should  be  the 
Liable,   since   this  feedback would  provide   the m< 
infoi      ti< The ' il  fi     ' should be  li s: 
liable,   sin Ls   p: o\ id ss   ] < ss ini        ■ ' Lon,   and  U 
a ..r . up si  ?uld be   the   least   relic 
■•   If-re Lng. 
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CHAPTER   II 
METHOD 
tal Design 
The expex tal design was a 3x4x7 factorial design 
\ '..■■  subjei       .    sted  in the three  tri   ,;  lent groups  and 
repeated       i bhe four experi      i   !;   c<    ditions with 
i    •       i        rvations under   each cc    :: ..: on. 
':'•■ ■   .    ■ 
The subji   were 21 col L r< stud    (th   males, 
18 females) who were in a gr«     cl   for continuing 
ttion in psychology which met for an hour and 
two times per w(    i a semester.  Th        i were 
Ly divii   into three grc   and     matchei in the 
groups.  Matching was accomp]     by ui ng the follo\ 
proc< lure.      , th  subj    were rank or.-". c< &  a     the 
Is of the mean i     i :y       ■ ; ■      '■'■'"' 
. ne,  3... subji • .  were then ai    >d to th  i oups 
aa . . .  .  the subject with the highest raea i   quency 
, . •■;   d to the  Lrst group; the subject wain th< n 
highest mean frequency was assigned to the secon   oup; 
and the subject with th thir. hi •' ■       '  '• :■  was as ■ 
signed to the third group.  The subject with the fourth 
highes      ■ equency was .-. Lgned to the third group and 
the subjed  with the fifth and sixth highest m a 
icies wer  ss g ied to the second and first groups 
3?, 
ceSp  ctively.     's
l><r procedure  was   followed  un   L]   al]   21 
subject!        ■     i    ually assigned to bhe  three groups . 
Cnd    ■  .   I  ' '      ' Xfi 
Three  ii i i : snt ob! ■   ' '      ■   one f'"' '■' ; 
were  us       <:.   in-    i  U   conditions.     I i Line,   • 
recording  uni   rare,   and re:' o-b<  seline conditions, 
observers   i        Li     '  unobtru* Lve by o3    .   ' Lng   f  a        hind a 
,,:,,.   y mirrox   in i adj   c  at   to  the   clasi        D, :in 
slf_record tion,  one    bservei 
the classroom while   the other two remained behind the one 
Lrror.     Bhe   i idep r l«   if   observe    .   ass        -      the re! 
bilj the  self-record      i     s wel]   as their own relia- 
bili 
;    .      :beha           wai 3 in order  th I 
,     .   ,-.-!•   ;■,:...   couldbe  » d,  which would n, 
„        ]     *1     a   cov   ci   I          Lor.     A second cri      :H      ■
target behavior was a high in-class   Ereg  ency.     Bhe 
behavio,        ■    A  -touchi    r which wa,    defined as  touchi, 
any part of the body fro.   th< *   *P wit*   the hand , 
object held  in the hand.       For  a new beb 
hand or object had to break contact with the   Eac 
return   to the face.     «   a subject ,        dl .and over dif- 
ferGn1     .arts of the face while maintain!,       -tact,   it, 
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i   united  as only one behavioi       If b< bh hands   I tuched  tl 
I      Ltaneo     I     at different placer,,   it was counted as 
:•.,,  i.    ■     ton .     Obj    !ti   h( Ld  in the han e considered 
of  the hand;   and objects in contact wil ce, 
e.g.,   glasses considered part  of   bh      :ac   . 
During  baseline,   the   subject's 
quency of face-touching was recorded by the   Lnde]   sndc 
.   from  1:      Lnd  the  one-way mirror.     The   subjects 
ha ;   i o ..   owledg.    of  the p   . of  the ob ci    behd 
w      .... o    nor did they knoi   tl    b they would  , 
participate in  the      :udy.     Baselin.   continued 
,      -: .   s       i   data  ]    
: its w .   ■■   I '     ■ ■   =h   lubjeet.     E • 
■     , I of  the    I ' touching pei 
5. ■-.    interval. 
Lf-Re,       (!  .. ! >'  Prior to 
u 1 Ltiation c     self-recording conditions, subj 
d trained.  I  i       « selected  1 
Ls of a hi fh Ei - '  "    '  during baselin< 
Tho8e objects with a high frequency of f    .uching were 
... ■   :. t ing offe: -.6  1 ca,h pa  n  which would noi 
be ,, , than three dollar,  M the comple Lon of the 
eacli subject was paid Bow dolla] s. 
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The  training  procedure was  as   follows: 
(1) The  si     , Lven a <    I     sheet which lii I    : 
th«   r lies   for se I      i   cording  and defined fai i ■ I   ui    Lng. 
■   use  oi ba   sheets  in recordi   .    and   the  role  oi    tl 
..    . . ■ in  jr. .-.ii eliabi Lii     ■      bh 
recording was de id. 
(2) fl  model   engaged  in   fac  •      'aching while one  of   : 
i   ., i i       led 1 he    ieha /ior  ant   expJ tini  I   to   : ■ ■ 
why a par;      ular  behavior was  or was  not a 
tch. 
(3) The model   ,ii(.,-c;.'<    i :>   f,m lohing   and   bhe  sub- 
ject    re :orded  1 he frequ                  bhe beha   ior. 
C4)     in   the fina]   stage the  subjects self-recorded the 
cequ       : oi   theij    :ac ■ ■ u during  a 2-mi     be interv 
In order   bo rea riterion,  th .jects had tc   a< 
,    ctly  record   th rncy of  the model's  behavior  and 
then .  :     ! ' Lng their own fa« •   Cor a 
2-mii      ■       it. rval.     Aft r the mode:        b havior, 
all  .     ,-    ,. Sorded  for a  2-minut     Lnl .Those 
rho  ha     reco: 3   d   bl 'del's behavior  correctly then left. 
Those who had incorrectly recorded tl       L«.   behavior 
,   re. th<    I   -    toucl Lng  of  the mode]   again, 
then p  acticed   self-r* Lng  for anothe 
Lnterval.     Th     ' «    -touches oi    bhe   mo     1   i   -■       a;    a   stan- 
rion in ■■  oi ce-touches of each sul 
since   Li   w is   a grou     braining proce : 
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On the first day or  self-rec    • ; h - jects 
a   sheet of written in   b  ucti<     ■ ,   a  copy of which   .;:- 
Lnclui   id   i i Lx A.     The  subjects were   instructed  to 
Ll]   ou1   the data   sheets (     pletely.     When   ' '        Eorgol   to 
self' recor     for an   Lnl   irval,   they wer wrj       "for'; 
rather than   zero,   which me.        no-face-touches.     The  sub- 
ject!   ■ Ls<   were in' ti    I   ttl   .: would be  re<  living writ- 
ten   Ei    ■          .  on th.   I i    •    ] rding       •    •■• ■ • • ■ ':   not   to 
discuss their                                <        ■■   ':         cs of the clasi 
During  th(                                    c< >.■■:■ I L< n   in  which sul j 
,    i    .    .    that   th     ..." Labi           or  th   '          I 
I   (■■       aware) ,   o u    .■' independ 
vers   wa i  in   the < the oth >r  two sndent 
I     ....,:. n   1 the .        • • cor       Si 
.     collected ; during   this condi- 
I     !h dat,     .oil t   coni  Lsted   t I I i =Y  of   fi ■ 
per  5-minute  interval. 
In   the oth.        • U '■ •      '   '   ::; ■''   S-R ' 
the   :   bjec       ,....        Led   to    .elf-      ■ but the   indep 
;      • a the on. -     "r wit]      he   subje. I 
una,    re of  their presence.     Seven data points we 
id on each   sul je   t. 
a :,,-;   ,  U        (MM a   >•     
The  8ubj »ere to] 
tha1 study i        ove,     but in fact   the i a   pendent 
3G 
obsej       ' led recording and gathered seven data 
points on each  subject.     As a   check   on the  success  oJ 
■    the obs« i r all but  the  S-R 
ce condil   on, a post- I tionnaire i 
':      '■ bained 
, the ''■■.'. ispei I sti   '■::•    ' E    inY/ 
dcion?"    Ac the        istionnaire is 
tnclud    '   In   \-     i   lix B. 
Treatment < 
e three t b gro *±1      bl      1< • els of 
tho  tr< b factor being tl : ■       nation   Ln 
th«      i -   back.     I ■ i back group rec   Lved 
L1   on conci mi        bhe i Litj heir i 
re'. ••      .. «■    b   L     eedbad i   . ■  - .'■'■■' '    Ln_ 
on   t .    reliabi] ' •       
lin9"     TI 
1 •-'-< cbal 
and  m   i     I '       "•'   th ' ;    ;       ' ' 
cor<:   i    .     All   feedback was ]        Lded in writtai    Eoi    ,   at- 
tach        bo  the   subject'a blank   d ■     The   data   she 
ther hand       oat or placed on  the  n    , 
jeel ' ■ desk   by one of  the  ind lent   observ, cs  prior   bo 
ea   |      ;   ss      Th(    b     Ls  for   bhe   feedback ,       bhe     ul 
self   recordin<   during  the  S-R Awar    ooi    Ltion   for  the  last 
e]       .      Le  Bill ' ":       •    '•■    '■  Tight-wrong p]   cedure was 
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user-,   i.e.,   the  .  ibjects  re >osi1 Lve feedback  for 
bili ' ••   and gativi ■ ■   idback  foj   decree 
■ : ■    .     Si     i: ■ ■  o     bl i    ■ on which bjed 
rece: •■ ck are incli in ;.": C. 
Non- . S F) .     This wai        contro] 
■•;. : no   Eeedback  or.   bh Liability of 
; 'or filli       o 
sheet '      ■'    ,      -    ■'-■■ ' n ■■ cly;  or 
,   ., if   the 3 did  not do   so.      Subje<      i  in this 
; - ■ : on form one, which ii 
C. 
•]    (VF).      Th<    su    iects  i coup v 
, ■ ren bal feedback as  to  the relial    Li their :   lf- 
y»      Lved baJ     tatem     b which was 
.,;,,. :    • pe]   cent oJ   ch n<     in  bhei I     I    ]   
: 
From t]       Last c]     s they atl       led.     I   .en   bhe   i  ibjects 
ched  .   high degree  of   cell, bility,   .90,   bh   p       . th 
giv. an       statement.     Th     -        bj '   Lved 
,    Iback  oi    form   bwo     • «I±* C.     Each v. cba] 
;..;      ent  .;,.  „   :   .    ,d with   bhe   corres;    ndi.   M :      I"   ' 
in Table  1.     Al]   tables and  figures are   loc I   d    n 
idi      D. 
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Verl us Num       cal 1     idbacl    [}        '        ] froup 
iceived v< rbal   feedback  conl .. on their reliabili 
; .   i■;..    sai      manner that   bh >. VF grou '     \        I ion to 
the   "■ L feei        I ,     ;>   ,   ..•        in bo their calcu- 
: Llity and the. change in re] Labi Erom the 
.,.   lVi( 1S  session   in which thej     reliabili ssed. 
ject:      i      : •. i ■'    bheir J       '- acl    »    Eorm 
I in      pen   ;..   C. 
If any  sub ject turned ii       i inc da       sh<        the 
:. our, which war,  . bo fill 
■      • Ly.     In  the  case of . 
bject riven i five u;        reti      Lng tc  c] ass.     Th 
bo fill  in all  intervals on the data sheet 
on that        'in orde -   bh it   bl tdy co   Ld be cc      Lei    1 be- 
I , ,1 0f the      anei      ■•     For/     f< ive are in- 
cluded in Append 
t observers hand 
,U]     ■ bh e obi .    ■  '        ■ '  '    :   " ■ 
■or.     Du   I tg   the  ! -B •  condition, 
c in the c]   .     -ooir   u clock Ln   bl      cL      coon, 
Lns ead of a stopwatch,   and reco: led th ' ncy of   I 
;. :ge1   behavior  by tn ans of a tally on a c sheet inst 
o£ :       hand  counter.     Copies oi   bh<   d I       '      I     used by 
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.   ..  ... ■ .,.'         l(g   the   Lnd    ,endi    t observer!            :•'■                '■" 
Apj    ■ 3D and    i resj    2tively.     The  subjecl s  used   i  ita 
i consi.                    .':   5-minuti    i              '           lach   Lnti 
was ] as   to  time,   e.g.,   4:00 -  4:04,   4:05 - 4:09, 
4:10  -• 4:14,   etc. 
Lty 
The reli il Llity of the subjects'   self-      cordi 
ass   ■ both    •'     i they were aware and   i thai     elia- 
. ■    •        taken.     The subj c :   I on 
sed on their i        rdj n|   the S-R 
co     Lti,      (      •;       ■■   liabiJ Lty bet the   ind< | 
.     :  the subj wi      ■ ed by  having b<    h   the 
sount  th 
quency  of fac     touching   ■      :        ■ ■•■■' rva1' 
bj    its' L:        tfith tl      i 
■ ■    ; | ' ' ;    vc-i I.      '   . : t-y 
:y count of i    ouchmg 
The lo, , ■ count of for..        by - 
: , observer ot  the self- i        «      '  *n 
the  nun,   rato:   c       I »ula,   ,■      bl      to <V  count of 
face-touches   that was —d  in   the    '   :    '   ' 
La.     XI   the   reliability   oi   th.    indep   ,     «t   ob- 
, ,  ,.■:   also being     ss    ..      ,   a ^an requency 
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ts of th     Lnd .   . '   ■    . o • i com- 
I   h the self-recorder's    Erequency count. 
.: i ■ I '■ bwi ien  bwo   Lndi    end    it obse: 
, ■ ed by h   ■ Lng botl con   til      the  fr ■       ncy 
of   Face-tou i ■■        subject duri        thi 
5-   iinut«   inte   iral.     The re! Lity of the indepi :   ob- 
■ wai BSI a •      least  20 per cent of th< 
the  fou]   cor I; .     One  of tl 
?na1        as tl      i eliabili ty ch -,   the ol h ix   t\ o 
ob not  awi ce of < was i tl eir 
relj      Llity. 
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C      PTEB   III 
| 
... the in- 
calculate 
treatment  group The »:    the 
ea< ' ich i Eou 
; ■   .] . 
i        ion of Figi '       idj c I 
. p   in  the ,■   .. ling  froi 
lir. _ ■ ■ ".     There  was an   in- 
crease   in 
cond; ' '     reactivity of s< 
.   Ln   the •  - 
.:      I he   four Le  2) . 
The 
tout- • data of the i o\ rs, which 
sent n Table  3,   a] '    the 
•     ntal c Lor      I       (F   ■   i    ■ -   - ■   '■' ' 
p   C .01).     To 
..,,.'. - JlB =   .33   (Dodd  & 
Schultz,   1973).      A  pos1- 
: -Keuls  test found  the mean  fre       ncy durin< 
■   bo be,   significantly (E  ^-01) thc 
Lons 
(Table  •'.) .     The RT-] ase condi.1 I BO   d .: 
can ' '      two se]    ■•- c< rding con liti 'her 
• I i I between :"'■ B /•■. '   the 
S-R :.  ■  ■    n    c    iditioi    ,   no : h liffe:      • :e be1   sen 
Base a e cohdibions. 
Th n     signifi c« nt different      '    ' ' 
,    ;        , - s was < I      eubj'ects w 
;     i ii        oups bl     basi face-i       hi: ien< 
bhe        le oonditi ( 
In ord« "  to complete   thi: iance,   th( 
oi ibjec L plus nur i 
ho d: out <      school was i      imal i: ng 
•     :  ,       iribed by Kirk   (1968). 
i 
Lid ' >cor< 
.' •    both t]      ' and S-R 1 •    • Lti'      ,     Wh 
;> -.   . : •      •.■.-. . ai        Lng  as- 
,   a i    an  of tl '    "'      '■ '      : 
I and co with  tl      i    I E- 
c'l squency  count. ''   corre] 
: jalculated  for each   Bubjecl   < both  of   I 
.  ......   . ,   .,       an overall con 
..   co    ■   M h oi   bh«   bh brei I 
oth Ltions   (   ible  5).     With ordinal ft ba,   either   the 
13 
ndall or  S] forrelation coeffii ; are   appro- 
:    .   I i      'earson coefficient   La  not       p  oj    late,   however, 
mse  it   shoul<    '      used onlj i   erva]   seal' s   (Ni< , 
all,   1970).     The Kent al]   was  chosen ovej    the 
I .       the  ]. ' ;    is  pr-.- I      ced  wh( 
be      of tj       is large   ' al.,   1970).     For the  21 
I re   274   total   d   t i  pod    ts   in  tr ' E-. 
nditionsi   out of this    o1      ,  145 wei      ti< 
efore, '- corre]   ' chosen. 
The   :    I .    for one subj ct i       he ck gro 
■ | • ..-.,.  condition  could  not be  used   to calc 
Late a < ■   cause   the inc I   ob     ■■ -    rs ce- 
.   Eac e   tou<  les  for all sei he sul 
j, .-■   Was        lerved.     During the same   seven   Lnt<    ■ ■'■-.,   ih<j 
n    orded zero fact 
ch once.     In order   to c< Leu! ■ :    i    : -;-:  »«■»   a ' : 
;er. «      .    re  chan«     '     o on      m     the . '   toi     i   ■        i 
he subj«    -     as changed 1 
•,■■.   mean numl i a   ■-■     ■   ■    ■ * - ■ 
>       . -,, ,.....;;-, :•:   frequency recorded by  th« 
subjects  in  each  fe<   ba. is plotted   for each day un- 
Ltions   ( ^  2,   3,   and  1). 
■ ■  indicate,    little dif  .       i       between 
th    bk   . ^   ■ ■     '      " "    Ln relia' 
bllits   ,    ; reen   th    S-B Awar    and  S-B Unaware conditions  is 
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no1   o » s i :"■ I    it.     Th ■   .    oil    ■   I • grou]      ppears to 
101 'i reli<     Li    in th    .    ;. o<    lition  than  in  the S 
I   i i    cond     Lon, but the d< in  '. I      ■■    ■ ' : i a    IUT 
(■••"I . : pi o : ■       reveri      of this.     Th    n 
rs   to be  no di ence '■ ' ■ I ; ! ; t    bel    ten    i-F 
and  S-R U i ■   '• ,UP- 
■    '      -■'■.:. '    ■   ■•      :■:.;<:        i  th       eli     Llitj 
i        .   i hie     i Ln Tab       »,  confirms that 
s no sigi '      '     eren ......    I real 
(F  -    1.1 ] ] ■-';   df -  2,   18;   ] LO] 0 >: :  nee   : i 
iabilil cord v.   si be th     S-l 
S  p   | -,.. • a]       :<     IH (f  =   .00 L6;   df ■ 1,   18;   p   ^ .25) . 
ility for In                  to ;    : i 
/.  Kendall   con    Lat Lon  coeJ Len1        i   calcul 
Liabili       between inde] observers fo           '■' of 
..        tj                  f0 study overall..     The di ■ a 
,      I were the f:               '    '    i : f'      -1    iching f< 
inl          '   .     During  tl conditi          U        ali- 
:  .      coe] - ■            •  ;      Litv 
Lcient was .8380 during bl S R «        ; ' ^ 
(N = 30), .8913 duri    I Unaware condition (N = 31), and 
.8911 during the        ooi (H - 30).  For bh   budj 
overall, the reli I      »f UM ind .     t obi  'ers was 
.9217 (    L54). 
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■•    i Lpulation 
I    -:'      o     bhe  i    ; I --record.-" ng  condition   . 
Eilled out  a I        »ndix B).     When 
E-recording aff      .1   bhe ol    bh   '< - 
ce-touching   (#5),  16"su coi fc 
Lt   pi   "'   :ei    a   fli a   asc   in   ' ocy,  '       '       ou      tubj 
no (      ngi Of  the  20       bjei bhal 
the question ,       ly one i 
icy of se] ■■''.' •' ''y   a lac] 
■   • 1 '. •  rul< •   ■ or Lng   (#8) .     Th<    1   I 
also ' '        accura       "•   'e  self- 
cecordii 1   (#4)   c     a 5-p<    it sc Erom on     (not 
acc       ;   • five   (v< urate) .     T] ating 1 oi 
three groups   (N-S F group - 3.86;  V     1 e u 
1.2 • •    V+Nl    g roup =   3.83)   i      i< 
hei] (4)   or   ■ be   (3) 
>f vari. n       fo u ■ ■•    ' 
I    .     .       ■      -   0f      ' .   . (      -   1.05      dj .'.    17; 
:\ .25) . 
line*   the puj to   '' ''   ;; if 
could incr   as     bhe     eliabilil Lng, 
bhe b   1 question  #10,   "]      relati<      bo 
,   t]   wa 1   the 
daily f< you i " enveL i       The je. I 
bh     importance  ol    I ■ on   1       .    Lni   s«    •     with 
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on,           Lcati        the fi   dl    ck had
:i- 
th     I                  chai     d self ding very much       The 
•■..-.'              being • 
■ording        is               bed ] ;..                         gs of th 
.oup = 1.86;  VF ga ou]        2...   i n> 
:■,.,.'.     ..''■'■'. Lance         ■   '  no 
am, ;■ , ■                (F  =     98; 
.25) . 
As a  c on unobtj ui ss  oi    ' he   in<    , 
observ ; rs   bell juestion #]     a: I   :d, 
..., ■ ■ ;. :    tj   this ,   ■■■  "      '   Y°ur  s 
?"    Two i d they 1 Lndepend 
behind one-w;       d        ci   two oth.      su  j 
: | sui p: t.   bu     
:' 
... |   . lt   sp   ai '      bhat   '      .     hought ol " behind i 
.     .-• . indicated th -    we: Lei. 
:.,- !   a ■     ight th   '    11   a   :   ' 
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R  I\ 
ISION 
It w i£   Eo ind that se] ;  in a d 
. .     .     • ■ .. iects*   face-tou shing. 
Xh< icy <      I ace ■ t> luchin I   from a i 
13.18  durin b I      I • oth 
Ltions)   fo     ' i    !        ■■ an    S-R ■•     ditions. 
Ln £     i     lent wi1 h Lous stud 
foui   I   : hat ding results in avior change. 
., | ... Ln the frequ 
of  facial i     s,  ou    oJ '•• ■'     ■■  raisd   .    Ln 
class,   repetj '     iil biting   (     Lei 
ou1    :,. CL        (Bro '   a]   ,   1971) ,   rep 
hallucinal       i      (Rutner & Bugle,   1969),  an 
i '- .:■ , ■.    ■   , ling ha     ; i ' ■   ■: 
ior   (John I   lite,   197J ;  Broden     t al.,   1971),   - 
clas.   pai « '   1972>« 
urges  to  si  >ke   (Mel      I,   Li 70;   I L  & Han        ,1971).      Phe 
de    i in the -    ' hd        :      '      '    " 
with previous with :      : 
|    /io]    (] .i S  Nelson,   1! Lson . .,   J       '        •) . 
A ,.      LI 1 I mal L.      Eor   the    ft
:'   !   ; 
the   feed ■ '-   K     Eer   (1970)       The   '' 
back   loop   Ls   .up] ■ bh'    s'    iect 
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cons id   rs char -    ; n  '■ ■'    ' to be ii Whei    bhe 
self-records, ho is i i rior. 
>bser compared with 
Lteria;   if th 
,.,.;. jri0,    ■ ,  ..-] ,   th ' ■ ■ ■ ■■ self- 
rej, .     ' tl      behavior cha]        book p] ic«   be- 
cause the hi :    ' : '■     l] 
■;■■  ,        ■    ■       | bj pOSt- 
i     I   i idicated the subjecl 
.           of  th<    beh ,;,.-■                 .     Of  the   20  sub     ct. 
;                       :; Lre,   16  cos                  Lndic 
:     , lted in i     ecrease in tl              •            i I 
bo       • ig        '  --       ■      ■  • ' "   c ' '        Ll       e" 
q   ■ i 
., of tl      ;ul 
•      "ays.     ■ ■ ■'       of 
th.       ,     [u ■ b    oi    bl   ■    :-    ■  <     ' 
,      ■   .-•      ..,.-   ,as used,   i.e.,   th    .       1       to 
.divided by Lar< aency count.     ■   d. 
,      .,   ■    -      .    small.      .    -   ^   ■    Lf-recording 1 
the       • ■-;      recorded  two face-toucl    .  a    I 
pend o]    erve]    recorded   b e-touches.   the   reli       lity 
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101 Howe'      ,   if obsei ■■■■■ '   i ntei val 
jbj    it ri d   two   Eace-ti the indi 
obi      rer recoi i      i, reliabil to 67%. 
In       d   ■    I ■ > m i       inalyi        of vai Lance c     ; 
celiabi! data of the three t: roi      ,  relia! 
:. detenu        I by i ■       Lng '      ••      elatj 
th. foi h subj or 1 
: .      condil Lons.     in conl rast to th : 
of c L correlation is  in- 
> small c s in reliability. 
Th- ■        ;, Llity is ii meed  by   I 
... Leu] ition hi :■  r   c   i U , erifi   d   (Rep •. 
,   Boles     Deitz,   fi  Repp     1974).      I 
... Lity ws '       •"■   ;''     3ame   ■■ Lng th] liffei 
lit 
..      \:   ,   exact ment        i      c it. •     I»   ;-' 
who:: .   i • 
lated by divi. Lng the Her 
r   c. •   t.    wh .    th. - :        "'• 
on   Lnte,       L o     i nt ■   '        ' 
the   . .     ,        y  count.      The   ,     p 
lated  by  dJ        Lng   th    ,   . !  - ' ':   ' :       * 
the   beta]   numbe,   of inters Ls.     :-  bhJ o    ■    leu- 
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Figure 1.    Mean face-touching behavior for the three groups of subjects per 5-minute 
interval.    The S-R Aware and S-R Unaware conditions were interspersed 
among each other but are presented separately. 
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Figure 2.    Mean face-touching behavior recorded by the independent observers and 
self-recorders in the non-specific feedback group per 5-rainute interval. 
The S-R Aware and S-R Unaware conditions were interspersed among each 
other but are presented separately. 
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Figure  3.     Mean  face-touching behavior  recorded by the  independent observers  and  self- 
recorders in the verbal feedback group per 5-minute interval.     The S-R Aware 
and S-R Unaware conditions were interspersed among each other but axe pre- 
sented  separately. 
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Figure 4.    Mean face-touching behavior recorded by the independent observers and 
self-recorders  in  the verbal  plus  numerical  feedback group per  5-minute 
interval.    The S-R Aware and S-R Unaware conditions were interspersed 
among each other but are presented separately. 
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